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Today’s business world is a fast moving and dynamic environment – one in which your teams expect to be able to access
their business-critical data quickly and easily and meet the demands and changing world of your supply chain.
Range and category management doesn’t have to be a monthly or quarterly process, nor involve large teams of people
manipulating raw data and providing static outputs that are out-of-date as soon as they’re completed. An effective
range and category management process requires daily management. You need a tool with the power to make
recommendations and capture opportunities as they occur. The solution should also allow different methodologies to
be deployed at different stages of an items life cycle so that you can consistently manage items from initial placement
through to end of life.
Vision Inventory Mangement delivers the flexibility to review and change plans with ease, while being linked into your
entire business to ensure the most efficient speed to market. Whether managed by your current team or set up using
our team of category experts, Vision will integrate into your current organization with ease and deliver tangible results
with limited effort and reduced cost.
The Vision Advantage is plain to see. Our customers enjoy increased sales with higher stock turns, lower retail returns
and a reduced inventory stock position.
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PLAN

IMPLEMENT

Use all available data to
effectively plan each product
down to the most micro level of
each individual point of sale

Quickly take plans and
turn them into actionable
planograms with process
automation to maximize
impact, reduce effort and
minimize risk

MANAGE

REVIEW

ACTION

Manage your plans
in real time to identify
and maximize very
opportunity on every
item at each stage

The power of advanced
reporting and analysis at your
fingertips to provide focused
effort and maximum return

Transform reviews and analysis
into action to effectively
manage the entire product life
cycle and to help capture every
opportunity and limit risk

Avolin provides critical software solutions to enterprises around the world, specializing in Customer
Relationship Management, Knowledge Management, IT Support and Supply Chain Management.
Over 1,400 customers in more than 50 countries use our portfolio of solutions to help them
provide outstanding customer service, keep their day-to-day operations running smoothly and
make intelligent decisions based on relevant and real-time data. Our customers are at the center
of everything we do and our singular goal is to deliver the right solutions for their industry-specific
workflows helping to keep them at the forefront of their industries. For more information,
visit www.avolin.com.
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